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By Ben Kleve

Holyoke CO- Gaming has taken a shift in the last decade. At the start of the 

decade gaming was very irrelevant but during the rise of YouTube, came a tiny Indy game 
called Minecraft. Starting with only 3 blocks and being coded in only 28 days, Minecraft has 
gone through many updates and now has over 150 blocks and has sold over 176 million 
copies. Also, in the last decade, the rise of mobile gaming and new players playing candy 
crush on their phones. You no longer needed an RTX processor to play every game. Then the 
gamers started to get mad about all the point and click games. After  the game programmers 
learned  what they did they combined the old school hard with the new fancy graphics and 
ideas. One of these games was The Legend Of Zelda Breath Of The Wild. With over 60 hours 
of gaming, this game is easy to pick up and play and is also a lot of fun. This decade has had 
a lot of fun and amazing games.  

Gam ing

2010 - 2020 Recap

D RA GO N  TIM ES

Mem e of  t he Decade



By Isaiah Rueter   

 HOLYOKE CO- This decade was one to remember and many movies came along with it. Let 's 

start in 2010, some of the hottest movies were The Town, The spy next door, The bounty 

hunter, Fred the movie, and Tucker and Dale vs. Evil. In 2011, came The Fast Five, The Help, 

Bridesmaids, and horrible bosses. In 2012, brought Madea?s witness protection, Here comes 

the boom, and What to Expect when you're Expecting. 2013 movies were Frozen, Teen beach 

movies, planes, and Saving Mr. Banks. 2014 was a big big year, American Sniper, Big Hero 6, 

Ride Along, The Lego Movie, and Mr. Peabody and Sherman. 2015 was more of San Andreas, 

Paper Towns, and Jurassic Park. The movies in 2016 included Moana, Finding Dory, Central 

Intelligence,  Split, and Jason Bourne.  In 2017, Kong: skull Island, Kidnap, Beauty and the beast, 

Baywatch, and IT. 2018 had Overboard, Crazy rich Asians, Mary Poppins returns: Halloween, 

The nun and also Holmes and Watson.   And finally 2019, Joker, The Lion King, It chapter 2, 

Zombie land double tap, A dog?s way home and A dog's journey. Hopefully, this new year and 

new decade will bring many more great movies and shows.         

Movies of  t he decade

Slim e Trend
By Karlie Martin

HOLYOKE CO- Slime. We have all heard of it about a million times because almost everybody 
had loved it. This trend started in late 2016 all the way to 2018 and then finally died out 
before 2019. Karina Garcia, also known as the slime queen, is the one that started this trend 
and everyone else started on the trend and started making their own at home. 

There was butter slime, stretchy slime, sand slime, unicorn slime, crunchy slime,

 spider web slime, glow in the dark slime, rainbow slime, glitter slime, magnetic 

slime, heat sensitive color changing slime, galaxy slime, clear slime, polka dot

 slime, edible slime, etc. As you can tell there's a lot of different kinds of slime. 

To make slime you would need: glue, baking soda, water, shaving cream, contact 

lens solution, and food coloring or paint. But that is just one way of making slime, there are 

many other ways to make it. Most parents didn?t like slime because it could get stuck in hair, 

carpet, pet fur, any type of clothing, toys, etc. One of the reasons why it got so popular is 

because it has a satisfying and relaxing feeling. YouTubers started ASMR with slime. The 

sound of slime is satisfying to some people and that?s one of the reason why it got so 

popular.  

 



By Sawyer Sigler

HOLYOKE CO- During the past decade there have been many ups and 
downs. Unfortunately, there have been many deaths in the past decade. 
Prince died because of an accidental overdose. Robin Williams, an 
American actor and comedian died because of asphyxia. Whitney 

Houston died because of a heart disease. Chris Cornell, and American musician committed 
suicide. Luke Perry, died because of a stroke. Carrie Fisher, died because of a heart attack. Joan 
Rivers, died because of Cerebral hypoxia. Aretha Franklin, and songwriter died because of 
Pancreatic cancer. Mac Miller, died because of accidental drug overdose. Cameron Boyce died 
because of a seizure. With all these unfortunate deaths there were up sides with some amazing 
births. Vivian Brady daughter of Tom Brady and Gisele Bundchen. Northwest, born in 2013, 
Saint, 2015, and Psalm, 2019, are children of Kim Kardashian West, and Kayne West. Isaiah 
Fisher, born in 2015, and Jacob Fisher,2019 are the kids of Carrie Underwood and Mike Fisher. 
True Thompson was born in 2015 Kourtney Kardashian and Scott Disick had two kids named 
Penelope and Reign. Luna Stephens and Miles Stephens 

born in 2016 and 2018 are the children of John Legend and 

Chrissy Teigen. Dream Kardashian, 2016 is the daughter of 

Blac Chyna and Rob Kardashian. Ella and Alexander Clooney 

were born in 2017. Stormi Webster, was born in 2018. Last 

but not least, Lincoln and Delta Shepard are the children of Dax Shepard and Kristen Bell. 

  

Decade Bir t hs and Deat hs

 Kid's Toys By Estrella Q.

HOLYOKE CO -Remember all those toys kids always used to have? Bratz dolls to American dolls, 

here is a list of all those toys from the 2010s. 1. Zhu zhu pet s, zhu zhu pets were litt le hamsters, 

where you would touch its nose to move, pet/press its head to hear it make sounds. 2. Brat z 

dolls were similar to barbies,but they were slightly different, they were usually more like fashion 

dolls, though they were all fun to play with just like barbies. 3. Shopk ins, shopkins were litt le 

figures usually made as tiny objects mad as grocery store toys, each toy had a special name. 4. 

Zoom er  robot  dog, Zoomer was an interactive and intelligent robot pet dog, he was designed to 

resemble a dog. 5. Lalaloopsy dolls, were plastic, rag, dolls with buttons for eyes, most people 

might remember these dolls.  6. Pop-up rubber  caps, pop-up rubber caps were known as tiny 

caps made out of rubber, where they would hop into the air, everyone had fun with caps. 8. Slap 

bracelet s, slap bracelet came in many different designs and colors, you would slap them onto 

your hand and became a bracelet, and even some were used for rulers for school.  



 By Grace Whisenhunt

HOLYOKE CO- We all remember Vines. They were the short videos that went viral before they 

?died.? You could not go one place without hearing someone quote at least one Vine. If you 

remember Vines, you remember the sad day when they died. Some people know why Vine 

stopped making videos, but some don't. The reason is that the people that were making videos 

for Vine wanted to get paid, but Vine refused. Instead, they kept making the viners make videos 

without getting paid. Therefore, Viners (which is what the makers of the videos were called) 

stopped making videos overall. This caused Vine to sell to another company, which is not 

appropriate to name. After Vine stopped making videos, TikTok replaced it. It took a litt le time, 

but Tik Tok is now an official site that allows people to make videos that radiate the same energy 

as Vines. This app allows everyone to make their own videos and allows everyone to view others? 

videos. It may be sad that Vine is no longer making videos, but it opened a window to improve 

the experience for all. 

By: Areli Murillo 

HOLYOKE CO-Catchphrases are well-known words or sentences. These 

catchphrases have been known for a long while now. They are usually started by 

TV shows or famous celebrities. They spread by word and become memorable 

slogans. People tend to bring back those slogans and make it funnier or make 

them have a bigger meaning. Best friends can have a slogan of something they have said, and 

when one of them is sad they can use that slogan and it can remind them of that funny thing 

they did during that moment of saying whatever it is that they said. Popular slogans are the 

catchphrases that people all over the world use. Most popular slogans are sometimes from 

popular songs or from popular videos. In 2015, people came up with some cringe slogans. One 

of them being ?lit? and some others in this year. Later on, people started making slogans or 

catch phrases as the years came in. Here are some of those catchphrases: What 's cracka-lackin, 

What?s good dawg, Chill-ax, Bomb, You won?t, Bet, lol, Sorry not sorry, You thought, Rofl, and 

That 's what she said. The catchphrase ?That?s what she said?  came from a TV show called ?The 

Office.? This catch phrase became popular when the actor Steve Carell, who plays Michael Scott 

in the TV show ?The Office,? said it. Therefore you can tell that catch phrases or slogans can 

spread throughout the world.

        Popular  Cat chphrases



By Elly Brown

HOLYOKE CO- Music has been with us since the beginning

 of time so what makes this decade?s music so special? 

First off, pop songs began getting more repetitive and 

began getting harder to differentiate. To no surprise, the 

most listened to artists of the decade are pop artists, such

 as Beyonce, Camila Cabello, Ariana Grande, and Ed Sheeran. During this decade music got 

more and more diverse as the years went by. Many genres began mixing together, such as 

pop-co, indie-folk, rock-pop, and indie-pop. Many bands began to include multiple genres in 

their repertoire. Youtube, Instagram, Facebook, and other social media platforms have 

helped aspiring musicians get recognized by record labels. Billie Eilish, Alessia Cara, and the 

sibling choir Cimorelli were discovered from Youtube. Shows like America?s Got Talent and 

The Voice have been the start of many aspiring musicians? careers including Phillip Phillips 

and Grace VanderWaal. Many artists have been able to flourish during this decade and 

hopefully the open-minded music environment will last, so many more artists can bring their 

music into the world.

Music of  t he Decade

    

By:Emma Sprague 

HOLYOKE CO-TikTok is an app where people can post 

15-60 second videos, TikTok is a lot like the app Vine, 

considering that the videos can be funny, sad, angry, ect.

 TikTok had created many trends throughout the years it

 has been released, the first trend was the ?Hashtag Challenges? where people would take any 

trending hashtag and make their own video of them trying. Next, was the ?Brand Advertising? 

where apps or shows would have a TikTok advertise their app for people to view and get a 

chance to look at their app. Another one is like the hashtag trend but it 's called the 

?#Foryoupage? where people would put the #4upage and or #foryoupage as their chance to get 

their video to blow up and be seen by everyone else. Memes have always been a big thing 

around social media but when TikTok came around it gave everyone the chance to share more 

and more memes. Another also very famous trend was/still is ?Slow-mo? which can be a variety of 

videos like aesthetics, dancing videos, sports videos, animals, food, ect.,the slow-mo trend can 

also be used in the ?Cosplay? trend, where people dress up as anime characters, movie 

characters, or any character desired at all.  Overall TikTok has created many videos that people 

have enjoyed and liked watching. 

     

TikTok Trends



By: Dahira Castillo

HOLYOKE CO - Conspiracy theories have taken over the world making many question what they 

know. Especially with Shane Dawson, a rising YouTube star, talk about these topics, more and 

more people are being interested. There have been many conspiracy theories over the last 

decade but here are a few. ?The Earth Is Flat?, this conspiracy has sparked up quite the 

controversy. Many believe the Earth is in fact flat but others believe it 's round. This conspiracy 

has even brought groups of people, who believe the earth is flat, to conventions every year 

around the U.S.  An extremely popular theory in Colorado is the Denver Airport holds mysterious 

tunnels for "The New World's Order" underneath. This theory is backed up with facts such as the 

airport went 2 Million dollars over budget and the creepy paintings inside the actual airport 

showing explicate images of soldiers and just very eerie images. The blue horse statue sitting 

outside the airport greets people with red eyes and huge body also makes the airport creepy. 

?Micheal Jackson didn?t die? is also a very popular conspiracy theory. In fact, there are actually 

many celebrities who ?died? that people still think are alive or died much later or differently than 

said. Marilyn Monroe has also confused conspiracy theorist. Many think Monroe was actually 

killed and it wasn?t suicide as said. Many think she was killed by John F. Kennedy?s wife when she 

found out John and Monroe were having an affair, others think she was murdered by the CIA for 

wanting to expose John. Elvis is another popular conspiracy and people don?t actually think he 

died when it was said, an agency wanted him dead so the FBI ?killed? him so he was protected. 

Some even saw the body in his casket melting?  meaning it was wax. Many things aren?t always 

as they seem, don?t believe everything you hear!

Conspiracy Theory   

Childhood Decade Ending
By: Anna Hayes

HOLYOKE CO- In 2020, the childhood decade of the kids born in the early 2000s ended. In this 

decade so many crazy and wonderful things happened. These past years have taught us so 

many amazing life lessons and how to be responsible in life. Most, if not all, of us have gotten 

our hearts broken over these 10 years and learned so much about life. In these next ten years, 

us kids could have kids and start a brand new generation. There were so many good shows and 

toys that were released this decade. Millenials, Gen X, and baby boomers are depending on us to 

help save the world and fix environmental problems, which is a lot of stress on teens and 

tweens. Considering that most of us are in junior high, highschool, or freshly out of school, it?s a 

lot of stress on us. But, we know in our hearts that the newer generation of up and coming 

young adults has the potential to change the world for the better. 

     



. 
By Krista Noffsinger 

HOLYOKE CO - As most of you know, our generation ended a few days ago, which is sad. So, I 

thought that I would get you reminiscing about your favorite childhood shows. A lot of the 

best shows were on Nickelodeon, Disney Channel, and Cartoon Network. A lot of nostalgic 

shows on Nickelodeon were Spongebob Squarepants (which is still an active TV show today), 

Fan Boy and Chum Chum (this show is personally my favorite because I relate to their 

energy!),  Zoey 101, and Big Time Rush. Some nostalgic shows on Disney Channel were 

Hannah Montana, Pair of Kings, Fish Hooks (I think we have all seen this show as it was set to 

play everyday), That?s So Raven, Boy Meets World, and Kim Possible. Shows from Cartoon 

Network that are very nostalgic to me are, most definitely Dexter 's Laboratory, Total Drama 

(This was my show, I watched it everyday!), Johnny Test, The Amazing World of Gumball, and 

Regular Show. All of these shows will continue to be my favorite, and I miss a lot of them,  

especially Fan Boy and Chum Chum, Zoey 101, and Fish Hooks. 

TV Shows f rom  t he Last  Decade

By Katelyn Kropp

HOLYOKE CO-  Fashion had many changes throughout the decade. Back in 2010, there was 

more of a hipster vibe. People wore very bright colors and had lots of statement to them. 

Colored corduroy pants were very popular. In 2011 there were pencil skirts, leather pants, 

leather jackets. Women started wearing pantsuits, wedge sneakers, midriff pieces was in style. 

The runway was full of glitter pumps. In 2012, warm hues were more popular, clothing was at 

a more subtle time in the decade. Women wore tuxedos with skinny dress pants. During the 

summer of 2012, people women wore flowy dresses, like sundresses. 2013 was definitely the 

most relaxed year at the beginning of the decade. Everyone wore baggy sweaters tight tops 

and baggy jeans. Black and white was very popular in 2013. That carried on into 2014. In 2014 

people wore modest clothing. Leather came back, overalls became very popular, and people 

wore mid way skirts. After 2014 ended 2015 the style totally changed. Front button up skirts 

with fabric made of corduroy made a comeback. Women wore cropped off the shoulder shirts. 

White sneakers, mostly converse were very popular. During the winter people wore ponchos 

over their coats. 2016 bright overalls came back. Everyone was wearing chokers.  Vintage 

denim, slip dresses, and velvet were all very popular during this time. In 2017 girls wore ripped 

jeans and cropped shirts. Zipper jeans and furry sandals where also in style. In 2018, ripped 

jeans were still in style and tube tops were worn very frequently. 2019 was very similar to 2018 

because people still wore vans, ripped jeans, biker shorts, mom jeans. The style was over sized 

tees, Birkenstocks, scrunchies, pearl necklaces, ect. The style has definitely changed over the 

Fashion of  t he Decade



By Layna Wear

HOLYOKE,CO - America will always be a patriarchy even though women have made many 

advancements in the last decade. Hillary Clinton was one of eleven women to run for 

president. But she was the only one that belonged to one of the main parties, Deomcartic or 

Republic, while the other ten women belonged to 3rd parties. Traditionally, men were the 

ones that handled the finances, but even though times have changed and 65% of women set 

up the accounts and handle the finances, many of the bills are still sent in their husband?s 

name. Women weren?t included in the constitution until December 20, 1976 when a law was 

passed where someone couldn?t discriminate against the sex of a person. Which was only 

passed because in Oklahoma women could buy alcohol at the age of 18, because they were 

considered docile and subservient, while men couldn?t buy alcohol until they were 21. After 

the civil war, on July 9, 1868, the 14th Amendment was passed giving black men the right to 

vote, but nothing was ever said about women. It wasn?t until the 19th Amendment was 

passed June 4, 1919 that gave women the right to vote. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 made it 

illegal to discriminate based on race or religion, although it might have said sex, no one paid 

attention to it. So the ERA was proposed to be added to the constitution to gaurentee the 

legal rights of ALL American citizens regardless of sex; first in 1923, but it didn?t gain traction 

until the 60?s. It was passed by the House of Representatives in 1971, and by the U.S. Senate 

in 1972, and was supposed to be ratified by the state legislatures by 1979 however, five 

states revoked their ERA ratification. Only 38 states have ratified the ERA as of 2019. America 

is a patriarchal nation because of the way America was founded, and women weren?t 

included in the constitution until 1919. Basically, America is a nation that is favoring men in 

ways you could only notice if you look hard enough.

Pat r iarchy
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